Michelle @ School
After five weeks of home learning, we were excited to learn that we will likely move to Level 2 on the 13th
May and that all children can return to school on the 18th May. There will be some rules around this that
we need to follow and these will include keeping up with good hygiene practises and being aware of
distances children are from each other. We will provide more information in next week’s newsletter.
A notice came out earlier today asking you to let us know if your child will not be returning to school at
Level 2. Please do this via email or text. This will help teachers with their planning for the weeks ahead.
There will be four more days of learning at home next week and teachers will return to school on Friday to
prepare for the reminder of the term which finishes on the 3rd of July. Remember we only expect you to do
what works for you and your family. Zooms in the morning are a great way to connect with the class. While
it is helpful if your child can attend Zooms during the day, it may be that it works best for you to have them
completing work on Seesaw or Google Classroom for the remainder of the morning.
If your child is returning to school due to parent’s work commitments please be aware that we need 48 hrs
notice to plan for a child’s return under Level 3 guidelines.
A big thank you to our parents for your continued support this week. We know it is a challenging time and
that our children would not be continuing to make progress and managing as well without your guidance
and help along the way.
A big shout out to all our Mosston mums and grandmas this Mother’s Day. Enjoy your special day 😇.
Michelle (mwatson@mosston.school.nz)
PS-Have you checked out the lolly jar competition on Facebook yet?

School Trustees Meeting
The next School Trustee meeting is being held at 4:30pm next Tuesday. Please email or text the office for
the Zoom link if you wish to attend.

Newsletter Shout Outs 😍
Hihi - Hadleigh for enthusiastically participating in all Zoom sessions and reading with confidence! Keep
being awesome!
Kereru - Greer for working on her Seesaw activities and sharing her learning with us. Oliver S for always
being ready for Zoom meetings, for being a self reflecting learner and for showing in maths that he can use
a variety of strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems.
Pukeko - Ryan for his enthusiasm and hard work during our Zoom sessions and his independent Seesaw
work. Eden for always being organised for learning and being so focussed and determined during our Zoom
sessions. Eden you are a superstar!
Room 3 - Saya for being an enthusiastic and active learner. It’s great to see you contributing to our class
discussions and being a great friend on Zoom too.
Room 4 - Poppy for coming well prepared to workshops and completing online work regularly. Keep it up
Poppy! Nixon for completing quality work as well as asking and responding to feedback! Superstar learner!
Room 5 - Jake for fantastic sharing of ideas in all Zooms. His ideas are well thought out and presented with
confidence. Alex P is confidently asking questions when he is unsure and is involved in all workshops by
confidently sharing his understanding with others. Both Jake and Alex have been putting a lot of effort into
ALL their online learning - Tūmeke mahi boys!
Room 6 - Tommy S for his great contribution to Zoom workshops, especially maths and great ‘Wacky
Wednesday’ attire 😁
Oliver S for awesome self-management, responding to feedback and always asking questions if he is
unsure.

